Job Description

Recruitment

Job title
Department
Number of job holders
Reports to
Hours
Grade
Location
Date

Role Information
Fleet Technical Executive
Flight Operations
1
Head of Flight Operations
37.5 per week (Full time)
ADMIN
London City Airport
December 2016

Role Purpose
R Reports to Head of Flight Operations to ensure the maintenance of all aircraft, simulator and operational
iPad technical libraries; maintain a continuous review of all relevant regulatory legislation; establish and
maintain an effective fuel use monitoring programme; maintain and oversee an efficient Flight Crew
Reporting system; maintain and oversee an efficient Cosmic Radiation Monitoring programme.
A Additionally to support the BACF FSO in validating aircraft Flight Data and in ensuring timely crew
reporting via the MOR / ASR system. Support and assist the Navigation, Weights and Performance Officer
aaand to act as their deputy in their absence.



Principal Accountabilities
To ensure that all company manuals, notices and reference documents are published and updated
correctly via the Docunet system.



To maintain the BACF fleet aircraft Nav Database, this includes burning CDs and distributing to
aircraft.



To monitor all Flight Crew, Cabin Crew and other operational iPads to ensure that the users
maintain the latest updates and amendments at all times.



To maintain a continuous review of regulatory legislation and distribute to relevant Flight
Operations managers for action when required.



To maintain the BACF OpDef system ensuring crews are aware of equipment deficiencies on board
any BA CityFlyer aircraft.



To maintain and administer an efficient Flight Crew and Cabin Crew Reporting system that records
and tracks receipt, distribution and response to filed reports.



To maintain an effective Cosmic Radiation Monitoring Programme through managing a database.



To support the BACF FSO in validating flight data and ensuring timely crew reporting via the ASR
and MOR system.



To track the Flight Operations budget against plan using the Flight Operations Budget Spreadsheet.



To administer the issue and setup of iPads to new starting flight and cabin crew.



General and ad-hoc duties and projects as defined by the Head of Flight Operations.
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Recruitment

Person Specification
Qualifications
 Trained to an advanced level in the use of MSOffice Suite

Essential (E)/Desirable (D)
E



Previous experience of working within an airline

E



Previous experience of working within an airline flight ops
environment

D



Knowledge of EASA/CAA regulatory and legislative
publications
Experience and Knowledge
 Knowledge of on-board aircraft navigational and technical
publications.

D
Essential (E)/Desirable (D)
D



Experience of maintaining technical libraries.

D



Experience of working within a team.

E



Experience of working with operational Flight and Cabin Crew

D

Skills and Abilities - Job Related

Essential (E)/Desirable (D)



Ability to work without supervision and take action on own
initiative.

E



Ability to identify and communicate important operational
information quickly and effectively.

E



High degree of organisational and administrative skills

Ability to apply and develop methodical and efficient
administrative processes and procedures
.
 Ability to challenge existing ways of working.
Organisational Competencies
 Demonstrates responsibility for own work and development
 Work with the customer and company at the heart of everything we do
 Communicate the right information in the right way
 See change as an opportunity
 Considerate and respectful in all aspects of working


E

E

D

Role Context
To support BA CityFlyer Flight Operations by ensuring that processes and procedures to maintain the
technical libraries, reporting procedures and other administrative functions are established and followed.
To support the Navigation, Weights and Performance Officer and act as their deputy. Reporting to the
Head of Flight Operations.

